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Fuel cell technology has actually been around since the 1800s, but 
commercialization has so far been slow to develop, particularly for 
transportation applications. We expect the pace of fuel cell adoption to remain 
slow given high relative costs and durability/longevity issues, but we believe 
fuel cell technology is moving closer to being ready to compete in specific 
niche markets in industrial cogeneration, forklift, backup power and consumer 
electronics, all of which we believe are set to grow. Energy source flexibility 
and fuel cells’ high efficiency chemical reactions should drive longer-term 
adoption. We are initiating coverage of the fuel cell manufacturers with an 
Overweight rating on FCEL, Neutral ratings on BLDP and MDTL, and an 
Underweight rating on PLUG.   

• Technological development and cost reduction is taking longer than 
expected. The industry has taken longer to develop than expected, and some 
industry hype has left expectations unmet. We expect technological progress 
to continue at a more steady pace from here, driving down costs and 
improving fuel cell flexibility and longevity. We note a number of 
technologies could compete with fuel cells in the future.   

• Commercialization of transportation fuel cells still far off. Though they 
could at some point become profitable, transportation fuel cells’ costs remain 
prohibitively high vs. combustion engines, as evidenced by BLDP’s recently 
announced asset sale in the automotive fuel cell market. Based on hydrogen 
infrastructure constraints and costs, we do not expect transportation-related 
fuel cells to be commercially viable in the next decade plus.  

• Niche forklift and backup power to see improved demand. Given high 
barriers in automotive, PEM fuel cell manufactures have focused on near-
term markets such as indoor forklift and backup power, where fuel cells are 
more competitive with the high purchase and maintenance costs of the 
incumbent lead acid batteries. We believe fuel cells offer advantages and 
should see growth, but market penetration expectations may be high given 
the risk-averse customers in these end markets.  

• FCEL’s proprietary on-site power generation system shows the most 
near-term promise. We believe FCEL’s unique molten carbonate fuel cells, 
powered by natural gas or bio-fuels, shows the most economic promise, and 
we expect a ramp-up in demand in 2008 that we believe should more than 
double revenues over the next two years.  

• Limited revenues and losses create high volatility, challenging valuation 
framework. The publicly traded fuel cell companies generate limited 
revenues and are all operating at losses, leading to high stock volatility. 
Valuation is challenging, but we believe accelerating revenues at FCEL and 
potential visibility toward positive earnings in the next several years will be a 
catalyst for the stock.  
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Key Investment Points 
Longer-term fuel cell benefits are clear, but cost/durability issues should lead to 
a slow adoption time line.  We believe fuel cells offer several key advantages versus 
existing combustion and battery technology, including fuel flexibility and highly 
efficient chemical reactions. Fuel cells’ ability to run on hydrogen with only water 
and 02 as byproducts reduce on-site emissions and have the flexibility to reduce 
dependence on foreign fossil fuels (depending on the hydrogen creation process). 
Fuel cells’ chemical reactions can be more energy efficient that typical combustion 
engines, and even if directly powered by natural gas they produce less CO2, and 
minimal NOX and SOX. Fuel cell costs have not come down as quickly as expected, 
nor have fuel cells been able to match the operational flexibility and lifespan of 
combustion technology, and thus despite its benefits we expect technological 
progress to remain steady but to proceed at a modest pace.  

Potential market applications for fuel cells are large—differing fuel cell 
technologies target different end markets.  We see significant potential 
applications for fuel cells, ranging from transportation (bus, automobile, train) to on-
site and large central power generation and battery replacement systems for 
electronics. Proton exchange (PEM) fuel cells that run on hydrogen have been 
developed for automotive applications given their operational flexibility, high power 
density  and lower operating temperature, and PLUG and BLDP also use PEM 
(proton exchange membrane) technology in small-scale residential cogeneration, 
telecom backup power, and to power forklifts (output ranging from 1kW to 25kW). 
FCEL, meanwhile, uses a much hotter molten carbonate fuel cell for on-site power 
generation capable of generating 2.4 MW of power and running on natural gas or 
biogas, and MDTL utilizes a micro liquid fuel cell to provide pocket-sized 1-2 watt 
backup power for consumer electronics.  

Government investments and tax credits have been a driver…keep an eye on 
the energy bill—if it’s a green technology, where does the hydrogen come from? 
Fuel cells have been seen as a “greener” alternative to traditional combustion engines 
and as a way to become more energy independent. Fuel cells currently enjoy federal 
and state tax credits that have encouraged investment. The federal credits currently 
expire in 2008, and the energy bill in Congress has potential provisions to increase 
certain credits for higher output fuel cells. The outcome is not certain, but we do 
expect the credits to be extended.  As global warming concerns have increased, fuel 
cells have taken a back seat to zero carbon emission solar and wind power. A typical 
PEM fuel cell produces no CO2, as the chemical reaction in the cell converts 
hydrogen and oxygen into energy, with only H2O as a byproduct, but hydrogen does 
not exist naturally and therefore must be created, typically through the use of fossil 
fuels, and thus releasing CO2. Looking forward, we expect the commercialization of 
cleaner methods for producing hydrogen (such as wind/solar, nuclear electrolysis or 
clean coal), but we believe this remains far off. In the meantime, however, we expect 
governments to continue to fund research and provide credits for early adopters of 
fuel cells, with current congressional energy bills containing increases in tax credits 
that would further lower costs for FCEL's stationary power high-temperature fuel 
cells that can run on natural gas or biomass, and which result in lower CO2 emission 
versus coal and traditional natural gas electricity generation.  

Commercialization of transportation fuel cells remains far off, while PEM 
technology is focused on near-term markets—forklift and backup power. While 
progress has been made on transportation PEM fuel cells, costs remain prohibitively 
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high relative to combustion engines. Based on hydrogen infrastructure constraints 
and costs, we do not expect transportation-related fuel cells to be commercially 
viable in the next decade plus. Instead, key players in PEM fuel cell such as BLDP 
and PLUG have focused on the indoor forklift market, where fuel cells should be 
able to replace existing lead acid batteries. While they have a higher initial cost point, 
fuel cells have a longer lifetime than lead acid batteries and do not require the 
productivity-sapping battery changing process, thus improving warehouse uptime. 
We believe PEM fuel cells can also compete for total ownership cost in the telecom 
backup power market—new FCC guidelines mandating longer backup power 
requirements could spur some customers to adopt fuel cells at the expense of 
batteries, which struggle with longer backup requirements. We note that PEM 
producers have sought out these end markets for their technology (as opposed to the 
other way around), and while we do see potential here we note that end customers in 
warehouse and telecom tend to be risk averse by nature, and are thus likely to 
proceed slowly with new fuel cell technology, several competing players, and some 
uncertainty about hydrogen cost and delivery.  

FCEL’s proprietary high-temperature fuel cell for on-site power generation 
shows the most near-term promise. We believe FCEL’s on-site high-temperature 
fuel cell power generation shows the most economic promise among fuel cell 
segments over the next several years. FCEL maintains the only widely available 
molten carbonate fuel cell that runs directly on natural gas or biogas, providing 
between 300kW and 2.4 MW of power. FCEL's on-site fuel cells can run on biogas 
at wastewater treatment facilities or on gas from beer breweries, which FCEL units 
can use for energy to provide electricity and heat. FCEL can also provide both 
electricity and power (cogeneration) at hotels and hospitals, thus increasing energy 
efficiency to 70-80%. This high efficiency results in lower CO2, NOX, and SOX 
emissions compared to competing technologies, including combined cycle 
centralized natural gas turbines. We believe FCEL’s more carbon-friendly footprint 
should drive wider adoption as tax credits increase and costs/performance improves. 
FCEL units are already becoming more competitive with grid power; we note that in 
California markets, including government subsidies, FCEL units are able to produce 
electricity at a cost of $0.12 kWh (in line with grid costs in higher cost regions), and 
we expect costs will continue to improve. New orders from the long-negotiated CT 
100 project and new demand in Korea should also provide a catalyst for the stock in 
the relatively near term and in our opinion have the potential to more than triple 
revenues for FCEL over the next couple of years. 

Losses and limited revenues create high volatility, challenging valuation 
framework. We believe that at this point fuel cells are appropriate for investors with 
a higher risk tolerance and more speculative appetite. Our coverage universe of fuel 
cell companies generates low revenues at this point, and are all operating at losses, 
leading to high stock volatility. Investors have become more skeptical about fuel cell 
stocks, and the group has traded down over the last several years. The stocks are 
trading at an average FV/08E Revenue multiple of 7.5x (ranging from 5-6x at PLUG 
and BLDP to 8.3x for FCEL and 10.3x at MDTL). We believe higher revenue 
multiples reflect the potential for profitability at FCEL and MDTL over the next 
several years, while we think profitability for PLUG and BLDP remains further off. 
We expect accelerating revenues at Overweight-rated FCEL (boosted by tax credits 
and new wins in CT and Korea) to drive improving EPS in 2009, providing visibility 
to profitability and positive momentum for the stock. Our DCF analysis in the space 
supports upside value to FCEL given the projected faster path to profitability, while 
other company DCFs are more back-end-loaded, including Underweight-rated 
PLUG.  

Connecticut is set to formally 
award up to 150 MW of 
alternative energy electricity 
projects in January, and we 
believe FCEL could win 68 MW 
of that. 
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Investment Risks 
Our more cautious industry view would be at risk if technological advancements and 
cost reductions occurred more quickly than we expect, driving faster adoptions of 
fuel cells and likely leading to upside at PLUG, MDTL and BLDP. Conversely, 
slower than expected product development or appearance of a competing displacing 
technology (such as improved battery performance) would likely lead to downside 
risk at FCEL or the other fuel cell manufacturers. A reduction in government 
subsidies would also lead to downside risk and result in slower than expected fuel 
cell adoption. 
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Fuel Cell Industry: Large Potential Market, 
but Uncertain Timing 
Fuel cell technology has actually been around since the 1800s, but commercialization 
of the technology has been slow to develop, particularly related to transportation 
applications. In the late 1990s many people in the automotive industry believed fuel 
cell commercialization was just 5 years off, but performance and cost issues have 
delayed adoption, and at this point we believe automotive fuel cells remain over a 
decade away from pre-commercial adoption. In response, traditional PEM fuel cells 
have targeted other markets where they can be more competitive on a cost and 
performance basis, including backup power and forklift markets (BLDP and PLUG 
are targeting these markets). While the PEM fuel cell has been developing more 
slowly than expected, there have been continued improvements in other fuel cell 
technologies, including high-temperature molten carbonate fuel cells that provide 
large-scale Megawatt range distributed power generation, as in the case of FCEL, 
which has become a leader in this market. Finally, micro fuel cells for consumer 
electronics have been developed, with methanol-powered fuel cells being the 
dominant technology under development by electronics manufacturers, but no one 
has yet been able to bring the methanol technology to market. Meanwhile, MDTL 
has pioneered a direct liquid fuel to compete with methanol micro fuel cells and is 
planning to commercially launch its market-leading fuel cell in 2008.  

Table 1: Summary of End Markets, Technologies and Outlook 
Company JPM Rating 07E Rev 08E Rev Target End Markets Core Technology Outlook 
Ballard Power Neutral 62.4 70.9 Exiting automotive; 

near-term focus on 
backup power, forklift 
markets, residential 
cogeneration 

Proton Exchange 
Membrane (PEM) 

Exiting automotive is the right move in 
our view given long development. Exit is 
a potential catalyst. Near term, forklift and 
backup telecom power should drive 
modest revenue growth in 08/09 but 
share gain should  be slow 

FuelCell Energy Overweight 44.4 61.5 On-site 24/7 mega watt 
power and heat 
generation 

Molten Carbonate Fuel 
Cells 

Demand for FCEL's unique MCFC for on-
site 24/7 mega watt power generation 
should drive growth in 08/09. CT 100 
awards and Korean demand should be 
catalyst s. 

Medis Technologies Neutral 2.8 45.0 Consumer electronics 
backup power 

Proprietary Direct  
Liquid Fuel Cell 

Launch of 24/7 Power Pack should drive 
revenue growth in 08; consumer demand 
and company execution is uncertain 

Plug Power Underweight 14.4 24.6 Stationary backup 
power; forklifts,  and 
residential cogeneration  

Systems integrator, 
balance of plant 
development, systems 
based around PEM 

Focus on forklift and telecom backup 
should drive modest revenue growth but 
we expect cautious customers to be slow 
in adopting the technology. 

Source: Company data, JPMorgan estimates.  Note: JPMorgan ratings: Overweight, Neutral, Underweight.  

What is a fuel cell? Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert the chemical 
energy of reaction directly into electrical energy (and some heat). Basically, a fuel 
cell harnesses the electrons thrown off when hydrogen and oxygen is combined to 
form water. The electrons create electricity in the process, and also generate heat, 
which can be used in cogeneration applications. Hydrogen power fuel cells produce 
no emissions other than water, making them environmentally friendly at the stack 
itself, but we note that fossil fuels are typically used to create the hydrogen, limiting 
the improvement in the overall carbon footprint relative to other technologies. Fuel 
cells share some characteristics with batteries in that both rely on an electrochemical 
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reaction to generate power, but unlike batteries, fuel cells can work continuously by 
consuming a fuel (similar to an engine, although relying on an electrochemical rather 
than a combustion reaction).  

The fuel cell industry is highly fragmented, with competing technologies. There 
are many companies competing to develop and participate in the fuel cell industry, as 
seen in the table below which outlines the public companies. We note that there are 
many larger companies developing fuel cell technologies as well, including United 
Technologies, which has been a market leader in stationary and automotive 
technologies; electronics manufacturers; and most major automotive manufacturers 
and conglomerates such as GE. While fuel cell research and development has been 
ongoing for some time, in most cases fuel cell technology has not been able to 
supplant existing technology due to higher costs and performance issues, and 
consequently up to this point the industry in general has yielded little revenue. We 
believe different fuel cell types will be successful in different applications, with 
proton exchange membrane (PEM) showing the most promise in transportation, 
methanol/liquid showing promise in consumer electronics, and molten carbonate and 
solid oxide fuel cells showing promise in stationary larger-scale power generation. 
We believe the end markets in this space are large enough to support continued 
investment in the industry across technology types, although we are likely several 
years away from being able to identify more clear-cut winners and losers.  

The four companies on which we are initiating coverage are among the largest U.S.-
based companies from a market cap perspective, and they maintain varying levels of 
revenues, with Ballard generating $52 million of revenues in 2006 to Medis's near-
zero revenues. Most of the revenues in the industry come from pre-commercial sales, 
and development and research revenues from the government and corporate partners.  
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Table 2: Looking at the Publicly Traded Fuel Cell Players by 2006 Revenues 
$ in millions 
Company 2006 Gross Revenue Market Cap Location Focus 
Quantum Fuel Cells 193 104 US Infrastructure 
Ballard Power Systems 50 650 Canada Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 
Distributed Energy Systems 45 142 US Infrastructure 
Fuel Cell Energy 33 344 US Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 
Dynetek Industries 33 31 Canada Infrastructure 
Hydrogenics Corp 30 117 Canada Infrastructure & PEM 
SFC Smart Fuel Cell 8 46 Germany Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 
Plug Power 8 338 US Infrastructure and PEM 
QuestAir Technologies 7 58 Canada Infrastructure 
Protonex Technology 2 81 US PEM Fuel Cell and Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
Helicentris Fuel Cell  2 7 Germany PEM Fuel Cell 
Proton Power Systems 2 53 UK PEM Fuel Cell 
Ceramic Fuel Cells 2 290 Australia Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
Millennium Cell 0 48 US PEM Fuel Cell 
Voller Energy Group 0 10 US Infrastructure and PEM 
Ceres Power Holdings 0 256 US Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
PolyFuel Inc 0 54 US Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 
Medis Technologies 0 608 US Direct Liquid Fuel Cell 
Oxford Catalysts Group 0 110 UK Infrastructure 
Acta  0 70 Italy Direct Liquid Fuel Cell 
Alternate Energy Corp 0 9 US Infrastructure 
Astris Energi 0 2 Canada Alkaline Fuel Cell 
CMR Fuel Cells 0 64 UK Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 
ITM Power 0 247 UK Infrastructure 
Pacific Fuel Cell Corp 0 17 US PEM and Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 
Zongshen PEM Power Systems, Inc 0 58 Canada PEM Fuel Cell 

Source: Pricewaterhouse Coopers. 

 
3 Key Areas Offer the Most Near-Term Revenue Potential 
Within the fuel cell industry we have identified three end markets and corresponding 
fuel cell technologies where we believe the fuel cell is closest to commercialization: 

1) Molten carbonate on-site power generation. We believe cost and performance 
improvements have made high-temperature molten carbonate fuel cells a more viable 
option for on-site power generation for 300kW to 2.4MW power generation for 
businesses in areas where electricity is high cost. We think the molten carbonate fuel 
cell made by FCEL could become a cost-effective solution for such businesses as it is 
the only higher-temperature fuel cell more broadly available today that can reform 
natural gas directly within the fuel cells, thus lowering costs. These fuel cells 
(particularly when used in cogeneration on-site applications) provide higher energy 
efficiency versus fossil fuel applications. Five states in the U.S. have renewable 
portfolio standards that support natural gas fuel cells, and almost all states with RPS 
standards include fuel cells that are powered by on-site gases such as waste treatment 
and breweries. We think longer-term high-temperature solid oxide fuel cells could 
present a threat to this incumbent technology (which is being developed by a number 
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of industry players), but at this point we believe that solid oxide technology remains 
a decade away from being viable.  

2) Niche PEM markets (backup and forklift). PEM fuel cells have been the 
technology of choice for transportation given their lower temperature and flexibility, 
driving significant investment levels. While we believe broader automotive fuel cell 
adoption remains over a decade off, we see PEMs as closer to being able to compete 
in the forklift markets to replace existing lead acid batteries and in the backup power 
market to replace or supplement existing battery/diesel generator technology. Both 
PLUG and BLDP are focused on tapping these near-term markets, and we expect 
their market penetration to be the key driver for their stocks over the next several 
years. We estimate the annual market revenue opportunity for battery replacement in 
the forklift market at $1.5 billion, and backup power market for telecom at $2 billion. 
We expect unit orders to pick up in these markets over the next several years, 
although meaningful improvements versus incumbent technologies are not likely 
significant enough over the next several years to drive broader market penetration. 

3) Consumer electronics fuel cells.  Battery storage improvements have been slow 
to keep up with the trend in consumer electronics that is driving smaller more 
powerful devices with decreasing footprints. We believe fuel cells offer the potential 
for improved power storage in a smaller footprint. MDTL has been a market leader 
with its liquid fuel cell product 24/7 Power Pack that is available today in limited 
quantities to consumers but is expected to see production ramp up in late 07/early 08. 
The product provides backup power to cell phones, PDAs, and iPods at a comparable 
price point versus lithium ion backup power systems.  We do not believe the current 
offering presents a compelling value outside of niche markets, but smaller second-
generation product footprints and broader applications such as laptop computers 
could drive more widespread adoption. 
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Looking at the fuel cell landscape. The chart below breaks out the fuel cell universe 
by power output on the vertical axis measured all the way from 1 watt (to power a 
cell phone) through automotive/forklift fuel cells (typically 15-125 kW) up to 
industrial cogeneration and grid support currently producing 250kW to 3MW but 
with potential to produce greater amounts of power. The horizontal axis attempts to 
place in context how far along the differing technologies are on the path from 
development to commercialization. The different fuel cell technologies are 
underlined and bolded with the major players listed under each category. Finally, the 
end market applications for the fuel cells are bolded in the circles.  

A few key takeaways: 

• FCEL’s molten carbonate is close to broader commercialization and has no 
meaningful fuel cell competitor in large mega watt fuel cell projects at the 
current time. We believe the technology has a competitive advantage versus 
UTC’s phosphoric acid fuel cells that have been deployed on meaningful 
numbers. 

• MDTL's micro fuel cells employ a unique technology and are close to 
launch next year, apparently ahead of electronics manufacturers that have 
been working on direct methanol fuel cell technology.  

• Finally, we believe PEM fuel cells are a very viable technology with 
significant applications and a large number of demonstration cells in use; 
however, high automotive fuel cell costs make path to commercialization 
likely a long one. But special PEM applications such as forklift markets and 
backup power are closer to commercialization based on the high costs of the 
incumbent battery technology they seek to replace and easier operating 
conditions relative to automobiles.  

• Solid Oxide (SOFC) remains over a decade away from commercialization, 
in our opinion, though we still believe it holds meaningful potential.  
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Figure 1: Looking at the Industry Landscape by Fuel Cell Type, Power Output of the fuel Cells, and Technological Development 
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Areas with Market Potential, Although It May Still Be a Ways Off 
1) SOFC megawatt fuel cells for grid power. We believe large-scale 100+ 

MW fuel cell generators remain a potential opportunity for solid oxide fuel 
cell technology. The high efficiency level and fuel flexibility of these cells 
could present cost and emission advantages to natural gas turbines. We 
reiterate that we believe SOFC technology remains a decade off, but we 
believe the potential exists to replace more conventional power generation 
while offering improved performance for on-site commercial cogeneration 
of heat and electricity.  

2) Transportation PEM that can compete. Automotive manufacturers tend 
to share the opinion that the industry will likely migrate to fuel cells longer 
term, and therefore most major players are developing their own 
technologies internally or through partnerships, and we believe most makers 
are hedging their bets in developing a variety of hybrid, flex fuel, plug-in 
hybrids, and fuel cell technologies. Automotive fuel cell costs remain 
significantly too high at this point, and we believe plug-in hybrid 
technology is much closer to commercialization. We do expect, however, 
that improving PEM technology will lead to greater levels of government-
sponsored bus and fixed fleet PEM testing with central refueling stations.  
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Company Summaries 
Ballard (Neutral) BLDP specializes in manufacturing and designing proton 
exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells for forklift, backup power, and residential 
cogeneration markets. The company has been partnered with Daimler and Ford to 
develop automotive PEM fuel cells; however, BLDP is planning on exiting that 
market given the longer than expected development time line. BLDP will retain 
technology rights that it can use in other applications such as buses, as well as in the 
forklift and backup power markets that the company is currently targeting. We 
expect forklift and backup power revenues to improve over the next couple of years 
at BLDP, although the timing of the ramp-up remains uncertain, and we rate the 
stock Neutral.  

FuelCell (Overweight) FCEL manufactures and designs high-temperature molten 
carbonate fuel cells targeted for stationary on-site power generation in the 300kW to 
2.4MW range. The company uses a unique molten carbonate fuel cell that is able to 
run a variety of fuel types and reform natural gas directly within the fuel cell. We 
believe cost reductions and increasing government subsidies for fuel cells will drive 
improved demand in high electricity cost areas such as CT and CA, as well Korea 
and Japan, and cost reduction and efficiency improvements should position FCEL 
closest to turning cash flow positive in the industry. Thus we rate the stock 
Overweight.  

Medis (Neutral) MDTL manufactures and designs small fuel cells that can provide 
backup power for consumer electronic devices such as cell phones and iPods. The 
company's 24/7 power pack is designed to provide up to 20-30 hours of backup 
power, and the company plans to launch the product commercially through a 
manufacturing arrangement with Celestica. We thus believe Medis could see 
improved sales levels in 2008. Given the company’s track record, however, we are 
uncertain whether MDTL's product launch will be successful, and we have some 
concerns about end market demand versus batteries, thus we rate the stock Neutral.  

Plug power (Underweight). PLUG manufacturers both PEM-based fuel cell stacks 
and complete systems targeted for the forklift, backup power, and residential 
cogeneration markets. PLUG's focus is on total system integration of components as 
well as servicing its installed base. We expect PLUG's telecom backup and forklift 
target markets to see improved demand looking toward 2008, but we initiate 
coverage with an Underweight rating as the stock has run up recently and in our 
opinion already reflects improving demand trends, leading us to remain cautious 
about the broader implementation of its fuel cells in the selected markets.  

Primary Fuel Cell Types 
PEM (BLDP & PLUG)—Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cells are the primary 
fuel cell type under development for transportation applications. They operate at 
relatively low temperatures, have high power densities, and can change outputs 
quickly. These qualities, along with the ability to start up quickly, have led most 
people to believe they are the prime candidate to replace combustion engines. PEM's 
development, based on automotive end markets, could drive their potential adoption 
in other areas, including battery replacement for forklifts, backup power, and small-
scale residential cogeneration.  
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DMFC/DLFC (MDTL)—Direct methanol fuel cells are similar to PEM cells, but 
the anode catalyst draws the hydrogen from the liquid methanol, thus eliminating 
fuel reformers. This fuel cell type operates at lower temperatures and is attractive for 
smaller applications such as cell phones and laptops.  

AFC—Alkaline fuel cells have been used primarily for space and military 
applications given their high operating efficiency levels (60%+). They have been 
used to generate power and create drinking water on space missions (run on 
hydrogen), but AFCs have not found widespread adoption in terrestrial applications, 
in part due to their susceptibility to carbon contamination.   

PAFC—Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells. Phosphoric acid fuel cells have primarily been 
used in on-site commercial power generation, with United Technologies producing 
this fuel cell type since the 1990s, installing hundreds of their 200kW fuel cell 
stations. While a more proven technology than other on-site fuel cells, the lower 
operating temperature reduces electrical efficiency (vs. MCFC) with a 32-40% 
efficiency range. Additionally, the fuel must be reformed beforehand, adding cost 
and complexity. PAFCs are also used in cogeneration applications, which 
meaningfully improves their efficiency.  

MCFC (FCEL)—Molten Carbonate fuel cells are used in on-site power generation 
applications. They operate at very high temperatures (600-700 degrees), which 
improves electrical efficiency (50%) and enables a variety of input gases, including 
natural gas and biogas, to be reformed within the fuel cell, thus saving costs. The 
technology development was supported by the Department of Energy, and 
Connecticut-based FCEL is the only company with a commercially viable molten 
carbonate fuel cell. We believe this technology holds promise due to its flexibility of 
fuels and its high efficiency, with the ability to handle power ranges from 300kW to 
2.4MW. MCFC fuel cells can be run on gases produced at wastewater treatment 
facilities, breweries, and any location that produces hydrocarbons, and also is a 
natural fit with companies with cogeneration needs that have high existing electricity 
costs and a need for baseload 24-7 power.  
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Table 3: Looking at Different Fuel Cell Types and Their Applications 
Technology Abbreviation Operating 

Temperature 
(Celsius) 

System Output Efficiency Electrical Applications Advantages Disadvantages Industry Players 

Proton Exchange 
Membrane (Polymer 
Electrolyte Membrane) 

PEM 50-100 1KW -250 KW 25-40% Transportation, 
Portable Power, 
Backup Power, Small 
Distributed Generation 

Solid electrolyte 
reduces corrosion & 
electrolyte 
management 
problems; low 
temperature; quick 
startup 

Requires expensive 
catalysts (platinum), 
sensitivity to fuel 
impurities; low 
temperature waste 
heat 

Ballard, Plug, United 
Technology, 
Nedstack, Nuvera,  
ReliOn; auto makers 
including Toyota and 
GM 

Direct Methanol and 
Direct Liquid Fuel 
Cells 

DMFC & DLFC 60-90 <20KW 40% Consumer electronics 
and other 

Direct technology 
limits size and 
complexity 

Potential more 
expensive catalyst, 
water management 
issues 

Medis, PolyFuel, SFC 
Smart Fuell Cell, Acta, 
CMR Fuel Cells, 
Samsung, Sony, MTI 
Micro 

Alkaline  AFC 90-100 10KW-100KW 60% Military, Space Cathode reaction 
faster in alkaline 
electrolyte, higher 
performance 

Expensive removal of 
CO2 from fuel and air 
streams required 

Nuvera, Nedstack, 
United Technologies 

Phosphoic Acid PAFC 150-200 50KW-1MW 32-40%, higher with 
CHP 

Distributed Generation Higher efficiency with 
CHP, Able to handle 
hydrogen impurities 

Expensive catalysts, 
low current and 
power; large weight, 
size 

United Technologies 

Molten Carbonate MCFC 600-700 1KW-3MW+ 45-47%, Higher with 
CHP 

Electric Utility, Large 
Distributed Generation 

High efficiency, fuel 
flexibility, flexible 
catalysts, higher CHP 
efficiency 

High temp speeds 
corrosion, complex 
electrolyte 
management, slow 
startup 

FuelCell 

Solid Oxide SOFC 650-1000 5KW-50MW+ 35-43%, Higher with 
CHP 

Electric Utility, Large 
Distributed Generation 

High efficiency, fuel 
flexibility, flexible 
catalysts; solid 
electrolyte reduces 
electrolyte 
management 
problems; CHP 
capable 

High temp speeds 
corrosion, slow start 
up, Extreme heat 
difficult to handle 

Large SOFC: 
FuelCell, GE, Rolls 
Royce, Siemens, 
Mitsubishi 

Source: Department of Energy and JPMorgan  
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Looking at Industrywide Revenue Trends 
Near-term revenues to remain limited…but should improve. As seen in Figure 2, 
industrywide revenues have improved but remain limited, and while we expect a 
continual ramp in revenues based on certain fuel cell markets being closer to 
commercialization (backup power, forklift markets, and stationary power 
generation), we do not believe the current economics outside of tax incentives and 
subsidies in specific markets will drive significant market penetration in the near 
term. We do believe, however, that cost reductions and performance enhancements 
have made fuel cells more competitive in certain markets. Increased government 
focus on alternative energy sources in the U.S., Europe, and Asia should drive 
incremental revenue gains for the industry, but we note that even as revenues 
improve we expect industry losses to continue for the foreseeable future outside a 
few instances. 

Figure 2: Revenues at Public Fuel Cell Companies Have Been Increasing.... 
$ in millions 
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Figure 3: ....but Industry Profitability Not Likely in the Intermediate Term 
$ in millions 
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We forecast improving revenue trends in our coverage universe, but 
profitability remains farther off. Within our fuel cell coverage universe we forecast 
improving revenue trends (see Table 4 below). Specifically:  

• Revenue growth in backup power and forklift markets should drive modest 
improvements in revenue at PLUG and BLDP in 08/09, although we do not 
expect profitability to improve meaningfully.  

• We expect growth in FCEL’s distributed power mega watt scale fuel cells to 
increase given more government emphasis on reducing emissions levels, led 
by Connecticut and California and with significant potential in Korea. We 
believe increasing revenue trends in 09 will improve profitability, setting 
the stage for visibility to profitability (one of the reasons behind our 
Overweight rating for FCEL).  

• Finally, Medis is launching its first product in 2008 (the company had 
essentially no revenues in 07), which should drive revenue growth.  

Table 4: Fuel Cell Companies EPS and Revenue Outlook 
$ in millions 

  EPS Revenue 
Fuel Cell Ticker 2006 2007E 2008E 2009E 2006 2007E 2008E 2009E 
Ballard BLDP ($0.50) ($0.47) ($0.59) ($0.40) 49.8 62.4 70.9 83.2 
Fuel Cell FCEL ($1.67) ($1.16) ($1.06) ($0.45) 33.3 44.4 61.5 92.0 
Medis MDTL ($1.07) ($1.15) ($0.69) ($0.38) 0.2 2.8 45.0 63.0 
Plug 
Power 

PLUG ($0.58) ($0.68) ($0.65) ($0.55) 7.8 14.4 24.6 46.9 

Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 

Cost and durability have been hindrances to fuel cells. While in the late 1990s 
some in the automotive industry expected fuel cells were five years away from 
commercialization, progress has been slower than expected as PEM fuel cells for use 
in automobiles remain over 10 times too expensive for commercialization, and 
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durability and longevity are meaningfully inferior to internal combustion engines. 
Given that automotive fuel cells remain well over a decade away, in our view, 
companies focused on proton exchange membrane fuel cells have sought markets 
where the incumbent technology is higher cost, such as lead acid batteries used in 
indoor forklifts and telecom backup. The reduced operating demands in these 
markets and the high costs and maintenance of lead acid batteries present better 
opportunities for fuel cells. That said, PEM fuel cells appear to be a technology in 
search of an end market, and we expect adoption of PEM fuel cells will likely be at a 
more moderate pace. PEM fuel cells remain costly to produce, in part due to lower 
volumes and expensive materials (including platinum catalysts). Fuel cell longevity 
has been improving and can exceed lead acid batteries in certain uses, but it still lags 
combustion technologies.  Other fuel cell technologies such as FCEL’s high-
temperature molten carbonate fuel cells have overcome some of these technical 
hurdles, reducing costs and improving longevity. FCEL’s fuel cells, given the added 
benefit of subsidies, have shown that they can compete in higher cost electricity 
regions.  

Energy and green initiatives should drive further fuel cell research and 
demand.... We believe concerns about global warming and CO2 levels will drive 
increased levels of government sponsorship for fuel cell development around the 
globe. Fuel cells that run on hydrogen offer the potential for energy diversification 
given that hydrogen can be made in a variety of ways. We have seen this in Japan, 
where government sponsorship of residential fuel cells that provide hot water and 
electricity to houses are helping develop that market (although currently the ultimate 
unit costs remain too high to compete in the intermediate term), while in the U.S. at 
the state level both CA and Connecticut have passed bills that support larger watt-
sized fuel cells that can run on biogas and natural gas.  

. . . But are fuel cells really green? It is important to note that fuel cells are only as 
green as their energy source. For instance, in PEM fuel cells for automobiles, while 
water is the only emission from the tailpipe, hydrogen must be made from other 
energy sources, typically from natural gas steam reforming, which produces CO2 and 
other pollutants. There are technologies that produce hydrogen from renewable 
sources such as wind/solar, but at this point they remain far off and are not likely to 
be economically feasible for the foreseeable future. In contrast, FCEL's high-
temperature fuel cells, which run directly on biogas or natural gas, are “greener” in 
the sense that they produce lower levels of CO2, NOX and SOX versus comparably 
sized fossil fuel plants, which is part of our positive thesis on FCEL versus its peers.  

Taking a Closer Look at Fuel Cell Market 
Segments 
Fuel cells can serve a variety of end markets across applications ranging from 
transportation to residential cogeneration and micro fuel cells for electronics devices. 
In the below table we break out six key end markets for fuel cells, their market size, 
outlook and relevancy for our coverage universe. We believe commercial 
cogeneration, materials handling, backup power, and consumer electronics show the 
most potential for improving revenue trends over the next two years. High costs and 
other constraints will likely limit demand for automotive and residential 
cogneneration for the foreseeable future.  
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Table 5: Summarizing Fuel Cell End Markets 
End Market Coverage 

Exposure 
Technology Other Players Market Potential  Outlook 

Automotive BLDP PEM United Technologies, auto 
manufacturers such as 
GM & Toyota 

Very Large Market 
$200 billion+ 

Commercialization remains far off. BLDP plans to 
exit the automotive business. Cautious outlook; 
specialized bus revenues at BLDP seems to show 
more promise 

Materials Handling BLDP & PLUG PEM Hydrogenics Smaller Market: $1.5 
billion battery 
replacement market in 
fuel cells 

Displacement of lead acid batteries in specialized 
market provides costs savings 

Backup Power BLDP & PLUG PEM ReliOn, Idatech, 
Hydrogenics 

Smaller Market: $2 
billion telecom backup 

Fuel cells can be competitive with longer backup 
time requirements vs. batteries 

Residential 
Cogeneration 

BLDP & PLUG PEM Hydrogenics Very large market High costs limit demand; Do not believe technology 
will be economically viable in the near to 
intermediate term on a residential scale 

Commercial 
Cogeneration 

FCEL MCFC United Technologies 
(PAFC) 

Very large market Believe cost reductions, and high energy efficiency 
of unique MCFC technology should drive near-term 
demand upside 

Consumer 
Electronics 

MDTL Liquid Fuel 
Cells 

Large electronics 
manufacturers 

Large Market MDTL is first to market with its technology which 
should see improved demand, but we do not expect 
to see broader adoption in its current evolution 

Source: JPMorgan estimates, Company data. 

Automotive End Markets: (BLDP) 
Expectations have been high for automotive fuel cells. Transportation fuel cells 
have always been a key end goal for the fuel cell industry based on the large market 
size and the potential ability to reduce tailpipe emissions and reduce dependence on 
foreign oil. Over time many experts and companies have thought that PEM fuel cells 
were only a few years off from commercialization, but the demanding nature of 
automotive across a wide array of environmental conditions and an inability to 
sufficiently lower fuel cell costs have pushed out the time line for automotive fuel 
cell commercialization, and we do not expect commercialization for another 10 years 
or more yet. The picture below shows a fuel cell in the chassis of a car with 
cylindrical hydrogen tanks in the rear and an electric engine at the front of the car.  

Figure 4: Fuel Cell Platform 

Source: Fuel Cell Today. 
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Market size is large. The automotive industry is large, with about 17 million in U.S. 
annual sales (units) with an average selling price of $27,000. We estimate less than 
$10K of the cost is directly related to the engine, hence that would imply revenue 
upward of $160 billion to displace existing engine technology. In the global market, 
we estimate the most addressable markets are North America, Western Europe, and 
Japan, which constitute over 30 million annual auto unit sales per year. Given current 
fuel cell prices combined with the necessary electric engine requirements, we do not 
believe the fuel cells are close to being economically competitive.  

Auto makers agree on fuel cell future….but costs remain prohibitively high. 
Publicly, auto manufacturers appear to agree that longer term fuel cell adoption is 
likely to occur; however, that time line been repeatedly pushed out based on high 
fuel cell costs, fuel cell durability issues, and the large problem presented by the lack 
of hydrogen infrastructure. We believe most automotive manufacturers are taking a 
variety of approaches to improve fuel economy, including hybrid, plug-in hybrid, 
biodiesel, ethanol, and electric options. Our sense is that hybrid and plug-in hybrid 
technologies are closer to commercialization from a cost perspective, and from an 
overall CO2 footprint they have the ability to provide zero emission power if the 
electricity is produced from renewable or nuclear-powered sources.  

Figure 5: We believe other technologies will be more important in reducing emissions and oil 
usage before hydrogen fuel cells become more economical  
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Source: GM and JPMorgan estimates. 
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We expect a variety of fuel alternatives will be pursued to reduce oil 
dependency…and we think hydrogen remains far down the road. We believe a 
variety of fuel sources and fuel-improving technologies are likely to be employed 
over time to reduce CO2 emissions and lessen dependence on foreign oil. The table 
below outlines a number of these energy resources (such coal, natural gas, nuclear, 
and renewables) that can be converted into carrier energy sources for automotives 
(liquid fuel, electricity, and battery) to ultimately power autos via internal 
combustion engines, electric cars or hydrogen power fuel cells. The ultimate success 
of hydrogen-powered fuel cells will depend, however, on improvements in fuel cell 
technologies and the feasibility of hydrogen infrastructure versus battery 
improvements and the ability of the grid to handle electric cars. Ultimately, the quick 
refueling ability of hydrogen (vs. longer recharge time of batteries) should enable 
hydrogen power cars to win out, but we expect this battle will be played out much 
further down the road. A meaningful improvement in battery technology could limit 
the fuel cell opportunity.  

Table 6: Looking at the Diversity of Energy Sources, Carriers, and Propulsion Systems . . . No Silver Bullet 
Energy Resource  Conversion  Carrier  Propulsion System 

       

Oil (conventional and Unconventional)    Liquid Fuel  Internal combustion engine (ICE) 

       

Biomass  Syngas    ICE Hybrid 

       

Coal       

    Electricity  Plug-In Hybrid ICE 

Natural Gas       

      Battery Electric  

Renewables (Solar, wind, hydro)    Hydrogen   

      Fuel Cell Electric 

Nuclear       

Source: GM and JPMorgan estimates. 

PEM fuel cells have been the clear choice for automotive. PEM fuel cells 
(discussed in more detail later in this report) have been the fuel cell of choice for 
automotive end markets given their high power to weight and volume ratio, fast start-
up time, and flexibility to respond to varying demands. PEM fuel cells run on 
hydrogen (usually produced by natural gas steam reforming, producing CO2), which 
creates a new set of issues related to the most economical and environmentally 
friendly way to produce, distribute, and safely store the hydrogen in the car. 
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Figure 6: Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 

 

Source: Wikipedia 

BLDP’s planned exit from automotive is the right move, in our opinion, given 
the long development time line. Within our coverage universe of fuel cells, Ballard 
is the only company with direct exposure to the automotive fuel cell market. Ford 
and Daimler both hold equity stakes in BLDP and had been key drivers of BLDP’s 
investment in this technology, but given the longer development time for auto fuel 
cells, we believe a public company like BLDP should not be sustaining such losses in 
an end market where commercialization still seems to be over a decade off. Hence, 
we agree with BLDP’s strategy to exit this market and focus on the near-term 
revenue opportunities in the forklift and backup power markets. United Technologies 
represents another industry leader in fuel cell technology that has partnered with auto 
makers to develop fuel cell technologies, but most automotive companies have been 
developing their own internal fuel cell projects (GM and Toyota for example), and 
we believe that broadly speaking auto makers will look to do their own R&D (similar 
to engines in today’s ICE cars) as opposed to partnering with outside firms.  

BLDP’s continuing access to auto technology for non-auto applications should 
to position the company as an industry leader in PEM technology. As part of 
BLDP’s exit from automotive fuel cells, BLDP will invest $60 million in a 20% 
equity stake in a private company controlled by Ford and Daimler, and as part of this 
investment BLDP will retain access to fuel cell technology from the auto market, 
which BLDP can use in other applications such as backup power, forklift, residential 
cogeneration, and bus end markets. (BLDP believes government-sponsored bus fleets 
shows better visibility for demand looking out to the next five years, and it has 
retained rights to market and build fuel cells for this end market.) 

Longer auto fuel cell commercialization time line should delay economies of 
scale for PEM in residential cogeneration and other applications. We believe 
some industry participants have aligned themselves with PEM technology in 
anticipation of automotive commercialization bringing costs down and enabling 
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wider non-automotive applications for fuel cells. The economics of fuel cells appear 
to be approaching competitive levels in more specialized markets such forklift and 
backup power (to displace batteries), but broader acceptance in other applications 
will likely be limited by lower auto demand over the neaer to intermediate term.  

Materials Handling-Forklifts (PLUG and BLDP) 
Forklift markets primarily rely on costly lead acid batteries… creates value 
proposition for fuel cells. We believe fuel cell replacement of lead acid batteries in 
forklifts is near commercialization given the high cost, shorter lifespan, and 
recharging space required in the incumbent battery technology. Fuel cell units can be 
swapped with the batteries, and PEM fuel cells powered by hydrogen at the 
warehouse can directly power the forklifts, giving off only water as a byproduct. We 
believe the value proposition for warehouse operators lies in the ability to reduce 
employee downtime replacing batteries at recharging stations, enabling 3 shift 
distribution centers to operate more efficiently. We believe this improved 
productivity is key in justifying the higher upfront cost of the fuel cell technology.  

Table 7: There Are Three Classes of Forklifts 
Class of Forklift General Shape Warehouse Use: 
Class 1 Sit-down lift trucks Handle heavy loads in large 

manufacturing operations 

Class 2 Stand-up reach trucks Provide flexibility and maximum 
floor space; Utilization in large 
distribution centers 

Class 3 Rider pallet trucks Select goods within large 
distribution centers before delivery 
to retail stores 

Source: JPMorgan estimates, Company data. 
 

Market Size: Replacement market for lead acid batteries is $1.5 billion 
annually. We estimate the replacement market for lead acid batteries is $1.5 billion 
per year spread among the three classes of forklifts as described above. Lead acid 
batteries are typically replaced every three to five years or so as performance 
degrades over time, and operators must purchase 2 or 3 batteries per forklift (cost of 
around $4,000 per unit) as well as recharging equipment (one battery is being 
charged while the other is operational in the forklift). Longer term we could see some 
forklift OEM builders looking to implement fuel cells in their new forklifts, but 
given the new technology and lack of understanding and distribution of hydrogen we 
expect most forklift-related fuel cell demand will be related to larger warehouse 
operators running trials and limited implementation. We note that the actual market 
size of 3 shift/day warehouses where the productivity savings would be the highest is 
lower than the $1.5 billion estimated total market size.  

PEM auto-based fuel cells can more easily handle the less demanding forklift 
market. Although manufacturers have had some troubles meeting expectations in the 
more demanding automotive environment, forklift operating conditions and power 
needs are much lower, and scaled-down versions of auto PEMs have been a good fit 
for these conditions. Including the actual fuel cell stack and related equipment 
(hydrogen storage and water collection), the units easily fit into the existing footprint 
of lead acid batteries in forklifts. From a performance perspective, we believe fuel 
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cells can exceed batteries for forklifts in that they do not lose propulsion strength as 
energy levels are depleted, and they could result in more uptime given quicker 
hydrogen fueling versus battery replacement. Obviously, ICE engines are not an 
option for indoor applications, so as fuel cell cost continues to come down, we expect 
this option will become more economically advantageous for warehouse operators. 

Initial costs are higher for fuel cells, but total cost of ownership is lower. Table 8 
below illustrates the total cost of ownership of a fuel cell forklift versus a lead acid 
powered forklift in a warehouse with 3 shifts per day. During year 1 we assume 
upfront costs of the fuel cells are $13,000 higher (about $23K versus $10K for 
batteries and charges) than purchasing batteries and chargers. We also assume that 
the fuel cell forklift can improve labor productivity by 30 minutes per day at a labor 
wage rate of $15/hour, bringing annual savings of about $2,500. Additionally, we 
assume the lead acid batteries must be replaced during year five ($8,000 incremental 
cost). Finally, with a discount rate of 9% we calculate the total cost of ownership of 
fuel cells versus lead acid batteries is pretty close over an eight-year period. We note 
that our analysis does not include the capital cost of installing hydrogen storage and 
pumps at the facility, or the potential benefit of being able to utilize warehouse space 
that was dedicated to battery charges.   

Table 8: NPV of Total Lifetime Costs Is Similar for Fuel Cells and Batteries in Forklift Markets 
 Battery  Fuel Cell 

Cost ($)    
8,000  

  
24,000 

Hours of Operation (year)    
5,460  

  
5,460 

Cost of Accessories   
Battery Charger    

1,800  
 

Cranes/Hoists    
210  

 

Cost of Battery Room    
396  

 

Maintenance Costs    
3,600  

  
720 

Electricity/Hydrogen Fuel Costs    
1,307  

  
5,612 

Time for refueling hours/day 0.75 0.1 
Labor Cost of Refueling/year Labor 
rate of $15/hour 

   
2,869  

  
383 

   
NPV Fuel Cell    

85,262  
 

NPV Battery    
84,410  

 

Difference    
852  

 

Source: Company reports, JPM Morgan estimates, and Battelle Fuel Cell Report April 2007 
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Table 9: Comparing Fuel Cells vs. Existing Battery Technology in Forklift Markets 
Year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Capital Cost                

Fuel Cell      
24,000  

0 0 0 0 0 0 20000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Battery 10406 0 0 0 0 8000 0 0 0 0 0 8000 0 0 0 

Difference     
13,594  

    (8,000)  20,000     (8,000)    

                

Maintenance Costs                

Fuel Cell      
720  

  720          720     
720  

   
720  

        720          720     
720  

   
720  

    
720  

    
720  

   
720  

   
720  

        720     
720  

Battery     
3,600  

3,600       3,600     
3,600  

   
3,600  

     3,600       3,600     
3,600  

   
3,600  

    
3,600  

    
3,60

0  

   
3,600  

   
3,60

0  

     3,600     
3,600  

Difference     
(2,880) 

    
(2,880) 

    (2,880)    
(2,880) 

   
(2,880) 

    (2,880)     (2,880)    
(2,880) 

   
(2,880) 

    
(2,880) 

    
(2,88

0) 

   
(2,880) 

   
(2,8
80) 

   
(2,880) 

   
(2,880) 

                

Energy Costs                

Fuel Cell   5,000      
5,000  

     5,000     
5,000  

   
5,000  

     5,000       5,000     
5,000  

   
5,000  

    
5,000  

    
5,00

0  

   
5,000  

   
5,00

0  

     5,000     
5,000  

Battery     
1,307  

    
1,307  

     1,307     
1,307  

   
1,307  

     1,307       1,307     
1,307  

   
1,307  

    
1,307  

    
1,30

7  

   
1,307  

   
1,30

7  

     1,307     
1,307  

Difference 3,693   3,693       3,693     3,693     3,693    3,693       3,693  3,693  3,693  3,693  3,69
3  

  3,693  3,69
3  

     3,693  3,693  

                

Refueling Labor 
Costs 

               

Fuel Cell      
383  

    
383  

        383     
383  

   
383  

        383          383     
383  

383     383  383     383  383     383     
383  

Battery 2,869  2,869       2,869  2,869  2,869       2,869       2,869  2,869  2,869  2,869  2,86
9  

2,869  2,86
9  

     2,869  2,869  

Difference (2,486) (2,486)     (2,486)  (2,486)  (2,486)     (2,486)     (2,486)  (2,486) (2,486)  (2,486) (2,48
6) 

 (2,486) (2,4
86) 

   (2,486) (2,486) 

                

Total Costs                

Fuel Cell  30,103  6,103       6,103  6,103  6,103       6,103       6,103  26,103  6,103  6,103  6,10
3  

6,103  6,10
3  

     6,103  6,103  

Battery 18,182  7,776       7,776  7,776  7,776      15,776       7,776  7,776  7,776  7,776  7,77
6  

15,776  7,77
6  

     7,776  7,776  

Difference     
11,921  

    
(1,673) 

    (1,673)    
(1,673) 

   
(1,673) 

    (9,673)     (1,673)    
18,327  

   
(1,673) 

    
(1,673) 

    
(1,67

3) 

   
(9,673) 

   
(1,6
73) 

   
(1,673) 

   
(1,673) 

                
NPV Fuel Cell $85,261               
NPV Battery $84,409                
Difference $852                

Source: JPMorgan estimates, company reports, and Battelle Fuel Cell Report April 07. 

But hydrogen infrastructure and capital investment are a hindrance. Some 
larger customers have been open to testing of forklift systems, but hydrogen storage 
and associated investments along with hydrogen delivery and cost remain hurdles. 
Additionally we note that from a “green” perspective the source of the hydrogen or 
electricity is the primary determinant of the CO2 released to create the energy, as 
both fuel cells and batteries have no emissions on site.  

PLUG is the market leader in fuel cell systems to fully replace the battery. 
Following its acquisitions of General Hydrogen and Cellex , PLUG will now be able 
to offer units in Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3 forklifts, enabling a warehouse operator 
to more easily switch to fuel cells. PLUG’s acquisitions have slowed the original 

Fuel cells have higher initial 
costs but lower maintenance 
and longer life spans. Total 
life cycle cost is competitive. 
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deployment plans for General Hydrogen (which was partnered with BLDP to supply 
fuel cells). We believe PLUG’s strong market position along with attractive 
economics for fuel cells in forklifts will drive improved unit sales of its GenDrive 
system for materials handling markets.  

BLDP maintains leading fuel cell stack design for the market. BLDP does not 
build the entire fuel cell battery replacement, focusing instead on just building 
industry-leading fuel cell stack. BLDP has been able to leverage its automotive 
technology in PEM cells to produce an industry-leading fuel cell for the forklift 
market. We believe BLDP is well positioned to supply battery replacement fuel cells 
to the OEM builders such as PLUG (they have a contract), and evidenced by BLDP’s 
contract with battery maker Exide.  

Demand should improve looking toward 2008/09, but customer acceptance 
could be slower than expected.  We expect demand trends for forklift fuel cells to 
improve looking toward 2008/09 but we do not see a catalyst outside of the 
moderately lower cost of ownership offset by the higher risk profile of newer 
technology. Fuel cell cost reduction and continued customer trials should lead to 
broader acceptance, but we note that improvements in battery cost, run time per 
charge, or recharge time could lead to fuel cells appearing less attractive to new 
customers.  

Backup Power (BLDP and PLUG) 
Backup power for telecom industry is also close to commercialization. We see 
fuel cells as a good fit for backup power systems in the telecom and data center 
markets. Currently, batteries and ICE generators provide backup power, and we 
believe that over time fuel cells could displace many of the battery backup systems 
based on the advantages of their lower maintenance requirements versus batteries 
and their ability to provide longer backup coverage. Backup power fuel cells are 
based on PEM cells with on-site hydrogen storage and produce no emissions at the 
site. BLDP and PLUG are both players in this market, with BLDP focused on 
manufacturing fuel cell stacks while PLUG has been installing its complete GenCore 
product with a variety of customers and geographies.  

Telecom backup market estimated at $2 billion per year. We believe the backup 
power market in the telecom industry is the most addressable section of backup 
power, presenting a revenue opportunity of $2 billion per year. The continued growth 
of cell towers and desire of telecom companies to both reduce maintenance costs for 
batteries and extend backup power requirements should drive growth in this 
business.  

Table 10: Advantages of Fuel Cells vs Batteries 
Reliability Potential Improvements Expense Reductions 
Extended run time vs. batteries Eliminates battery replacement and maintenance 
Scalable backup power (based on hydrogen storage) Reduces personnel callouts during outages 
Remote monitoring and diagnostics 

Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 
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Recent FCC ruling requires increased backup run time—key advantage for fuel 
cells. In the wake of telecommunications failures after some power outages related to 
natural disasters, the U.S. government has increased certain requirements for backup 
power in the telecommunications industry. Specifically, the FCC now requires 24 
hours of backup power at certain key locations and 8 hours of backup power at other 
locations. We believe these longer backup requirements may provide a catalyst for 
fuel cells versus batteries as battery costs become meaningfully more expensive 
relative to increasing durations of backup power required, while fuel cells can supply 
power for as long as hydrogen is present. Based on standard fuel cell systems, 
backup power can typically be supplied by fuel cells for 10+ hours (depends on the 
amount of hydrogen stored on site). .  

The cost of ownership of fuel cells in telecom markets appears competitive. In 
the below table we look at the total cost of ownership of a fuel cell backup power 
system compared to traditional battery and generator systems. In the first table we 
assume batteries are replaced every three years, while the second table assumes 
battery replacement every 5 years. The key takeaway according to this analysis is 
that despite higher upfront costs fuel cells can be competitive with existing 
technologies in certain run time scenarios.  

Table 11: Fuel Cells Can Have a Lower Cost of Ownership for Shorter-Run Backup Power, 
Assuming Batteries Are Replaced Every 3 Years 
$ 

 Battery-Generator  Fuel Cell 

52 Hour Runtime 63860 63521 
176 Hour Runtime 93129 102403 

Source: Battelle Report April 2007. 

Table 12: In Certain Backup Markets, Fuel Cells Can Hold a Lower Total Cost of Ownership, 
Assuming Batteries Replaced Every 5 Years 

 Battery-
Generator 

Fuel 
Cell 

Battery Only New Gen 
Installation 

Gen Replacement at 
Existing Installation 

8 Hour Runtime  14023 19037   
52 Hour Runtime 61082 61326    
72 Hour Runtime 47318 33901  28283 24886 
176 Hour Runtime 75575 100209    

Source: Battelle Report April 2007. 

PLUG is a market leader with its GenCore product. As seen in Figure 7 below, 
PLUG has installed 324 of its GenCore backup power systems, with 157 of those 
installments coming in during the first 3 quarters of 2007.  We believe GenCore’s 
installment base across telecom, utility, and UPS customers and across continents has 
given PLUG more feedback on unit performance across climates and altitudes, 
enabling it to fine-tune products to perform across operating conditions and meet 
specific customer connectivity requirements. We expect PLUG’s GenCore 
installments will continue to improve in 2008/2009, and we view the FCC ruling as a 
potential catalyst for demand, although at this time we do not see the cost/benefit 
analysis of the technology as strong enough to drive meaningful market share gains 
in the near to intermediate term. 

Fuel cells are more effective at 
competing in lower-use backup 
power applications (less than 
100 hours per year) 

 

Fuel cells have higher initial 
costs but last longer and require 
less maintenance than 
competing technologies, 
resulting in lower NPV of total 
costs in certain conditions.  
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Figure 7: PLUG's GenCore Backup Power Installations 
Fuel Cell Units 
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Source: Company data, JPMorgan estimates. 
 

Figure 8: Telecom and UPS locations have been 
the largest installers of PLUG's products 

Telecom
60%

Utility
6%

UPS/Other
34%

Source: Company reports 
 

Figure 9: PLUG’s GenCore Installation 
Highlights Global Opportunity 

North America
64%

S. Africa
14%

Europe
11%

Asia Pacific
6%

Latin America
4%

Middle East
1%

Source: Company reports 
 

 

BLDP focus’s is on stack technology for backup power. Similar to its focus in the 
forklift markets, BLDP focuses on manufacturing the core PEM fuel cell stack for 
backup power applications, preferring to sell to a manufacturer that assembles the 
final product. We believe BLDP’s leading PEM technology should enable the 
company to maintain a leadership position in selling PEMs into the backup power 
marketplace.  

Table 13: Backup Power Fuel Cell Competitors 
Competitors 
Plug Power 
Ballard 
ReliOn 
Idatech 
Hydrogenics 

Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 
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Residential Cogeneration (BLDP and PLUG)  
Residential cogeneration is a large market, but economics remain a ways off. 
Along with forklift and backup power, residential small-scale cogeneration remains 
an area of focus for PEM-based fuel cell companies such as PLUG and BLDP. In 
residential cogeneration a customer’s house is fitted with a fuel cell that is typically 
powered by a natural gas, which is reformed into hydrogen to power the fuel cell, 
with the excess heat from this reaction used to provide hot water or heat the home. 
We note that this is not an entirely “green” application, since CO2 is released when 
natural gas is reformed into hydrogen, but the cogeneration of heat and electricity 
does improve the overall efficiency of the reaction, reducing CO2 emissions by 30-
40% and reducing primary energy consumption by 20-30% according to BLDP’s 
estimates in the Japanese markets.  

Large ultimate market size; but demand likely to be confined to government 
subsidies. While the residential cogeneration is obviously a large market and while 
we believe it would not take large-scale adoption to generate significant revenues, 
currently BLDP’s fuel cell deployment has been largely limited to Japan, where it 
has been backed by Japanese government subsidies to provide baseload electricity 
and hot water for its customers. We believe the large upfront costs of the units 
(targeted for $8,000-11,000 in 2010 ) are likely to discourage consumer adoption 
outside (versus annual energy savings of about $600) of meaningful government 
subsidies, especially given that there are other consumer solutions such as solar 
power that provide a more carbon-friendly (i.e., lower carbon) solution.  

Competing residential alternative technologies are likely to gain more traction, 
in our view. Outside of government programs, we believe environmentally 
conscious consumers are likely to gravitate toward solar or wind-powered solutions 
that do not produce CO2 the way natural-gas-based fuel cells do. BLDP’s fuel cell 
system in Japan does cut CO2 emissions by 30-40% and reduces home owners’ 
primary energy consumption by 20-30% (annual savings of about $600), but we do 
not believe these benefits in CO2 reduction and cost savings are meaningful enough 
to offset an estimated system target price of $8,000-11,000 in 2010 at BLDP.   We 
sense that solar is the likely technology winner here as costs continue to decline in 
that category, with the additional potential to more meaningfully reduce CO2 
emissions.  

BLDP’s product has been installed in Japanese homes. BLDP installed 201 units 
in 2005, 315 units in 2006, and is set to install 400 in 2007 as part of a subsidized 
Japanese residential program. Japan’s high electricity cost and public support of 
alternative energy and technology have been the catalysts behind the government’s 
subsidies ($26mm in 2005, $32mm in 2006, and $28mm in 2007) to replace hot 
water boilers in Japanese homes with integrated fuel cell systems that provide 
baseload electricity (1kw) and hot water. The units are run on natural gas, reducing 
demand for high cost grid electricity ($0.20kwh). BLDP has received 29% of the 
units subsidized in the Japanese program (subsidy of ~$29,000 per unit) and believes 
it is on track to achieve targets of 40,000 hour stack lifetime and unit costs of $8,000-
11,000.  

PLUG’s GenSys system targets this market. PLUG maintains a residential 
cogeneration fuel cell system (GenSys) that has not been deployed in meaningful 
numbers and remains under development. We believe its products for the forklift and 
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backup power markets are much further along on the path to commercialization, and 
therefore we do not expect a material improvement in GenSys orders/revenues in 
2008/09.  

Residential hydrogen generation? Currently PLUG is involved in a contract with 
Honda to build home-based fuel cells systems to provide on-site electricity, heat, and 
extra hydrogen to power a fuel cell-powered car. In theory, this could work around 
some of the hydrogen infrastructure costs as fuel cell cars are deployed, but we 
believe the time line for commercial automotive fuel cells remains far off.  

Commercial and Industrial On-Site Power 
Generation (FCEL)  
Commercial cogeneration outlook is positive. We believe the outlook for 
commercial cogeneration is favorable based on the flexibility of high-temperature 
fuel cells that can run directly on natural gas or biogas. The cogeneration of heat and 
electricity can enable efficiency of 80% (versus 40% for a central natural gas plant) 
for hotels, hospitals and other locations with high base-load needs. Also, these fuel 
cells can run on a variety of gases, including those produced at wastewater treatment 
facilities, breweries, and natural gas letdown stations.  

1. We believe these larger-scale fuel cells up to 2.4MW currently are more 
economical than smaller residential PEM versions and are able to 
meaningfully reduce NOX/SOX pollutants (vs. coal and natural gas) and 
modestly reduce CO2.  

2. Fuel cells can help alleviate electrical shortfalls for companies in areas 
where the grid is overtaxed.  

3. We think fuel cells can provide a baseload increase in electrical generation 
to complement increasing levels of wind and solar power that by nature are 
not able to provide energy consistently.  

FCEL is a leader in commercial cogeneration…products are becoming more 
competitive on a cost basis.  As seen in Figure 10 below, we estimate that FCEL 
products in California are able to produce electricity at $0.16 per kW/h (excluding 
tax credits), which is grid competitive in higher cost areas and well below the cost of 
solar power.  Including the $0.04 tax credit in California, FCEL products are able to 
produce electricity at around $0.12 per kW/h in that state. Electricity costs will vary 
based on energy costs, but reduced costs and improved efficiencies should drive 
further cost improvements for FCEL fuel cell units over time—in 2H08 we expect 
FCEL will implement fuel cell design changes that will enable its core stacks to last 
5 years (as opposed to the current 3-year life; note the rest of the system lasts 20 
years), which should reduce the electricity cost of FCEL units by another $0.02. We 
estimate that a potential carbon cap and trade system could also potentially lower 
FCEL customer’s electricity costs by $0.01-0.03,  Current House and Senate bills 
could increase the federal investment tax credits for FCEL customers, providing 
another leverage point to increase the attractiveness of the units for end customers in 
the U.S. 
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Figure 10: FCEL Units Are Cost Competitive in California 
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Table 14: FCEL Cost of Electricity Is Competitive with the Market 
cents per KW/hour 

Cost of Electricity Cents per KWhour 
FCEL $0.16  
FCEL Subsidized in CA $0.12  
Solar  $0.30  
Wind $0.08  
Biomass $0.10  
Natural Gas $0.08  

  
 Cents per KWhour 

New England Residential Price $0.17  
U.S. Commerical Average Price $0.09  

Source: Company reports, GE, JPMorgan estimates. 
 

 
Below we also look at electricity costs by region, and it becomes clear why FCEL is 
targeting Connecticut and California—average residential electricity costs are $0.17 
in New England and $0.13 in the Pacific U.S. 

Grid Competitive Range. We 
believe FCEL units are 
competitive with higher cost grid 
power ($0.06-0.18). Additionally, 
by the end of next year we 
forecast FCEL costs will decline 
by $0.02 based on improvements 
in stack life. 
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Figure 11: Higher Electricity Costs in California and New England Create Opportunity for FCEL 
Cents/kWh 
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Source: Edison Electric. 

Increasing government focus on reducing emissions should drive FCEL 
adoption.  We believe increased government focus on reducing emissions on a state 
and national level will be supportive of adoption of fuel cells for distributed power. 
FCEL units produce almost zero NOX and SOX, both causes of acid rain and 
particulate pollution. FCEL units running on natural gas do produce CO2, but given 
the efficient chemical reactions, they produce significantly lower quantities (545 lbs 
per MWh) relative to average U.S. fossil fuel plants (1,914 lbs/MWh) and even large 
combined cycle natural gas fired plants (882 lbs/mWh). As the U.S. government 
moves to reduce CO2 output and even potentially adopts a carbon cap and trade 
policy, we believe FCEL is well positioned for share gains. In the near term, we 
expect natural gas plants as a percentage of total U.S. total electricity generation will 
continue to take share from coal plants given its lower emission profile. FCEL units, 
while not completely renewable like wind and solar, are nonetheless a lower CO2 
alternative to meeting growing electricity needs and can provide baseload 24/7 
power. We see subsidies for biogas power fuel cell as a particular opportunity. The 
U.S. government currently maintains a 30% capital or 1,000 per kW investment tax 
credit in support of fuel cells. Additionally, firms can adopt a 5-year decelerated 
depreciation schedule (typical fuel cell system life of 20 years). California currently 
provides a $4,500 kw subsidy for biogas powered fuel cells and a $2,500 Kw subsidy 
for natural gas powered fuel cell units.  
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Table 15: FCEL unit with Cogeneration Has the Lowest Amount of CO2, NOX, and SOX Emissions 
lb/MWh 

 Nitrogen Oxide Sulfur Dioxide Carbon Dioxide 
Average U.S. Fossil Fuel Plant 3.01 7.88 1914 
Large Combined Cycle Natural Gas Fired Plant 0.21 0 882 
Microturbine (60kW) 0.49 0 1862 
Small Gas Turbine (240 kW) 0.467 0 1244 
FCEL Unit 0.016 0 967 
FCEL with cogeneration 0.016 0 545 

Source: Company reports, JPMorgan estimates, Calpine Cop, DOE 

FCEL system can complement the intermittent nature of solar and wind power. 
We believe FCEL units can provide an offset to the intermittent nature of solar and 
wind, which peak during parts of the day and fall off in others. With their lower 
energy consumption and emission levels, FCEL units are an environmentally friendly 
solution to help balance the grid and provide distributed power that can increase 
baseload levels on a 24/7 basis.  

Higher efficiency is key to reduce fuel consumption and emissions. FCEL units in 
cogeneration are able to achieve a 70-80% efficiency level by not only efficiently 
converting hydrocarbons into electricity by electrochemical means, but also by 
harnessing the byproduct of this conversion—heat—to heat buildings. This high 
conversion level decreases the amount of input energy source (such as natural gas) 
per output of energy, thus decreasing the total amount of energy needed. 

Table 16: Looking at the Impact of NOX, SOX, and CO2; Legislative Environment Likely to Focus 
on Lowest CO2 Options Available 

Key Pollutants  Abbreviation Environmental Impact 
Nitrogen Oxide NOX Acid Rain, smog and 

fine particulate formation 
Sulfur Dioxide SO2 Acid rain and fine 

particulate formation 
Carbon Dioxide CO2 Principal greenhouse 

gas-contributor to 
climate change 

Source: Company reports, JPMorgan estimates. 

FCEL costs are declining while electricity costs should increase…approaching 
breakeven levels.  FCEL has reduced its product costs over time (see Figure 12). 
While back in 1997 FCEL costs per kW were close to $20,000, the company has 
reduced the cost of its 2.4 MW fuel cell unit to $3,250 this year, and we expect 
additional cost reductions next year based on increased production volumes and 
further efficiency improvements. FCEL is charging around $3,000 per kW on 
projects won as part of CT100 and about $2,500-3,000 on new orders in California 
markets. Hence, we believe the economics are closing in on breakeven for FCEL, 
benefiting in part from a mix shift to higher MW units that are lower cost for FCEL 
relative to FCEL sub MW units. However, we believe FCEL products will need to 
reach a customer price point of $2,000-2,500 without subsidies to be competitive 
with grid electricity. 
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Figure 12: FCEL Costs per KW Are Declining....Close to Breakeven Point ($3,000) 
 

Source Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 

Large market size presents a number of niche opportunities in the near term. 
The market potential for commercial cogeneration is large, but in the near term 
demand will likely be focused in areas with high electricity costs and government 
subsidies, with an emphasis on locations where byproducts of the manufacturing 
process can power the fuel cell (wastewater treatment centers and natural gas 
letdown stations). However, we believe there are enough niche markets with the right 
mix of subsidies and demand to drive meaningful increases in FCEL’s revenue 
stream in 2008 and 2009.  
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Figure 13: Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 

 
Source: Wikipedia 

 

High temperature fuel cells are a good fit…FCEL maintains a technology 
advantage. Larger-scale fuel cells needed to generate 300kW to 3MW of power are 
a good fit for high-temperature fuel cell technology that creates more heat and 
greater electrical efficiency. United Technology has been in this market for several 
years with hundreds of the company’s phosphoric acid fuel cells deployed. United 
Technology has been a market leader in a variety of fuel cell types including PEM, 
but we believe FCEL’s molten carbonate fuel cell developed as part of a DOE 
program has several advantages over its phosphoric acid competitor in that 1) the 
higher temperature enables natural gas and other fuels to be reformed directly within 
the fuel cell (as opposed to needing a separate reformer), and 2) the molten carbonate 
fuel cell operates at a higher efficiency rate. We do not believe any other industry 
players are close to having a molten carbonate fuel cell to compete with FCEL in this 
market. The picture below shows one of FCEL’s 2.4 MW fuel cell systems. 
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Figure 14: DFC 3000 2.4 MW system 

 

Source: Company Reports 
 

Types of FCEL/Distributed power customers: FCEL has a wide range of 
customers, but typically customers fit into one of the following five categories: 

1. High baseload 24/7 requirements—Hotels, hospitals, and universities all 
have high baseload requirements for power 24/7. FCEL units do not change 
output, and they take a while to ramp up once they start up, and therefore 
end markets need to have a certain baseload power requirement 24/7 to 
accommodate a FCEL unit. Typically these customers then also use the heat 
from the unit to power heater, swimming pools or other applications that 
can benefit from hot water or steam.  

2. Manufacturing processes create fuel cell inputs (waste, breweries). 
Wastewater treatment facilities’ aerobic digester gases produce 
hydrocarbons such as methane, which can directly power a FCEL unit. 
Typically, the fuel cell is able to provide electricity to the plant as well as 
surrounding communities, and the plant is usually able to harness the 
heat/steam from the fuel cell back in their facilities. Beer breweries and 
certain food production processes generate hydrocarbon gases that can 
power FCEL units. By using the biogases to generate electricity, the 
customer is able to reduce the overall carbon footprint.  

3. Benefit from cogeneration capability. Cogeneration refers to a customer’s 
ability to harness both the electricity and heat (steam or water) from the fuel 
cell. Customers that leverage the cogeneration ability are able to increase 
the overall energy efficiency of the unit and reduce energy costs. 
Cogeneration customers include hospitals that use the steam, and hotels can 
heat their swimming pools, etc. In some of the potential CT 100 projects, 
the fuel cell unit also runs a steam turbine that produces extra electricity. 

4. High electricity costs/potential grid issues.  FCEL customers typically 
have high electricity costs to begin with or could have issues connecting the 
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electric grid to their location, or with the consistency and reliability of the 
grid infrastructure.  

SOFC: the future? Perhaps, but not for a while.  We believe molten carbonate is 
the best technology available now for commercial cogeneration, but a number of 
large industry players are working on Solid Oxide Fuel Cell technology, which 
operates at even higher temperatures and offers significant fuel flexibility. The list 
below includes a number of high-profile turbine companies that are exploring the 
potential of SOFC for large-scale systems that could rival the output of existing gas 
turbine power plants. The DOE is currently funding stages of research for this 
technology, with FCEL among the participants, but our sense is that this technology 
remains at least a decade off and we do not view it as a threat to FCEL’s  unique 
molten carbonate technology in the near term.  

Table 17: Several Large Conglomerates Are Developing SOFC for Large Multi MW Applications 
Large SOFC Developers: 
Wartsila 
GE Power 
Rolls Royce 
Siemens 
Mitsubishi 

Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 

Fuel Cell 101 
What is a fuel cell?  

Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert the chemical energy of 
reaction directly into electrical energy (and some heat). 

What is the basic chemical reaction within a fuel cell?  

Fuel (Hydrogen-H2) + O2  H2O + Heat 

Basically, a fuel cell harnesses the electrons thrown off when hydrogen and oxygen 
combine to form water. The electrons create electricity and the process also generates 
heat, which can be used in cogeneration applications. Hence, for hydrogen power 
fuel cells there are no emissions other than water, making fuel cells environmentally 
friendly at the stack itself, although fossil fuels are typically used to create the 
hydrogen to begin with, thus limiting the improvement in the overall carbon footprint 
relative to other technologies. Fuel cells share some characteristics with batteries in 
that both rely on an electrochemical reaction to generate power, but unlike batteries 
fuel cells can work continuously by consuming a fuel (similar to an engine, but 
relying on an electrochemical reaction versus combustion).  

Three primary components in a fuel cell. The heart of a fuel cell is composed of three 
components: 1) the anode (where the hydrogen is split into a proton and electron); 2) 
the electrolyte, which enables the hydrogen ions (protons) to pass through, thus driving 
the electrons around an external circuit; and 3) the cathode, where the hydrogen ions 
and electrons combine with oxygen to form water. In a fuel cell stack, numerous fuel 
cells are typically staked together separated by bipolar plates that are machined with 
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grooves to allow for the pressured flow of hydrogen, oxygen, and water to the proper 
portions of the fuel cells. A fuel cell stack’s flow of inputs and outputs is typically 
managed by the balance of plant that controls the aforementioned factors and could 
help monitor the temperature and humidity of the stack.  

Five key steps to the electrochemical reaction in a fuel cell.  In the below diagram 
we outline the five key steps in the proton exchange membrane fuel cell powered by 
pure hydrogen. Specifically:  

1) In the first step hydrogen is funneled through grooved patterns in a bipolar 
plate to evenly come into contact with the anode.  

2) At the anode the hydrogen is split into positively charged protons and 
negatively charged electrons, with this reaction driven in part by the catalyst 
coating (typically a precious metal for PEMs) such as platinum.  

3) The specialized electrolyte membrane allows only the positively charged 
hydrogen protons to pass through; which forces the negatively charged 
electrons to travel around the electrolyte through an external circuit, 
generating an electric charge and producing heat.  

4) At the cathode, the hydrogen protons are reunited with electrons that 
traveled through the circuit and combine with oxygen to form water.  

5) The bipolar plate on the cathode side sends oxygen to the cathode through a 
series of grooves, while water is passed away from the fuel cell through a 
different series of grooves.  

Figure 15: Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 

 
Source: Wikipedia 

 

2. Hydrogen is split into 
electrons (e-) and protons 
(H+) at the anode aided by 
the catalyst coating (often 
platinum) 

1. Hydrogen is evenly 
spread across the anode 
through the grooves in 
the bipolar plate  

4. The cathode recombines 
the hydrogen ions (H+) 
with the electrons along 
with oxygen to form water 

5. Water is directed away 
from the cathode and oxygen 
is directed in to the cathode 
via machined grooved plates 
3. The plastic polymer 
membrane allows only the 
hydrogen ions (H+) to pass 
through. Electrons (e-) are 
forced to pass around an 
electrical circuit, generating heat 
and electrical current 
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Fuel cells are typically defined by their electrolyte types, with PEM fuel cells 
named for their special plastic membrane, alkaline fuel cells using strongly alkaline 
electrolytes, solid oxide fuel cells using a solid oxide electrolyte (yttria and zirconia), 
and so forth. Below is an example of a molten carbonate fuel cell that relies on a 
lithium potassium carbonate electrolyte. As seen in the diagram, the chemical 
reaction is different from a basic PEM fuel cell as CO-2

3  is used as the charge carrier 
as opposed to the positively charged hydrogen proton as in the above example. As 
previously discussed, differing fuel cells have advantages and disadvantages for 
specific applications, with molten carbonate’s high efficiency and temperature 
proving a good fit for larger-scale on-site power generation while its size and slow 
start-up time make it less appropriate for the changing demand trends of 
transportation fuel cells, where PEM’s low temperature, low weight, and quick start-
up times make this fuel cell a better candidate in that case.  

Figure 16: Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 

 
Source: Wikipedia.  

Fuel sources?  As seen in Table 18, different fuel cells can run on varying types of 
fuel, with alkaline, PEM, and PAFC running on straight hydrogen while MOFC and 
SOFC can fun on a variety of fuel cell types and can reform natural gas directly 
within their fuel cells. Also, fuel cells have varying tolerances for impurities, hence 
alkaline cells are easily poisoned by carbon dioxide while other fuel cells can better 
handle such impurities.  

Table 18: MOFC/SOFC Fuel Cells Have More Fuel Flexibility 
Fuel Cell Type Fuel 
Alkaline Pure H2 
PEM Pure H2, tolerates CO2 

Phosphoric Acid Pure H2, tolerates CO2, about 1% CO 
Molten Carbonate  H2, CO, CH4  and other hydrocarbons; tolerates CO2 

Solid Oxide H2, CO, CH4  and other hydrocarbons; tolerates CO2 

Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 
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Is Hydrogen Really Green? Not Right Now . . .  
Hydrogen is an energy carrier . . . typically consumes fossil fuels to create. 
Hydrogen does not exist in the natural environment in quantities sufficient to 
harness, thus some other energy source must be used to create hydrogen, and that 
source has typically been fossil fuels. Natural gas has been the primary means to 
produce hydrogen but coal is also an alternative in the future, but both of these 
processes release CO2 into the atmosphere, which contributes to global warming. So 
although no CO2 is released in a pure H2 powered fuel cell at the site, CO2 was 
likely released to create the H2. Renewable sources to produce hydrogen also exist, 
including wind, solar and non-CO2 emitting nuclear power. Steam reforming through 
hydrocarbon fuels is the most economical way of producing hydrogen currently, and 
results in the release of CO2  and NOx.  The equation is below: 

CH4 (Natural Gas) + H2O (g)   CO + 3H2 

Electrolysis by renewable fuels offers a pollution-free alternative to produce 
hydrogen. Hydrogen can be made from the electrolysis of water, which splits H2O 
into its oxygen and hydrogen components. A significant amount of heat and 
electricity is required to catalyze this action, however, which currently makes this 
technology more than 2x as expensive versus natural gas steam reforming. Only if 
alternative fuels such as solar, wind, geothermic, or hydro are used is the process 
carbon-neutral. Additionally, we note that nuclear could provide a carbon-neutral 
platform for electrolysis. Given the higher cost profile of electrolysis and likely 
higher cost of alternative fuels, however, we believe the technology remains far off 
that will offer a cost-competitive carbon-neutral means of mass producing hydrogen.  

…..But natural gas high efficiency fuel cells present a better environmental 
option versus existing fossil fuel technologies.  The molten carbonate fuel cells 
manufactured by FCEL can run on natural gas that is reformed directly within the 
fuel cell. This conversion process is highly efficient and, when paired with 
cogeneration applications, is capable of producing efficiencies of 80%+—well above 
traditional coal and natural gas power plants. The amount of CO2 is lower with 
FCEL's products, and NOx and SOx levels are near zero, providing a carbon-
efficient way of producing base load on-site power generation that ultimately 
consumes less natural gas per amount of energy produced versus a power plant.  

Key Fuel Cell Terms   
Stack—Group of fuel cells stacked together that provide greater power output and 
funnel the electric current.  

Balance of Plant—Regulates the inputs and outputs of a fuel cell and helps control 
the operating conditions in the fuel cell stack, including temperature and humidity.  

AC/DC current—The electrical current produced in a fuel cell is typically direct 
current as opposed to alternating current. Hence, most fuel cell systems that supply 
power for the grid must convert the DC to AC.  

Electrolyte—Central part of a fuel cell between the anode and cathode that 
facilitates the passage of particles through its membrane while forcing electrons 
around it, generating electricity.  
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Anode/Cathode—Parts of the fuel cell around the electrolyte where in a PEM fuel 
cell hydrogen is split (at the anode) to hydrogen ions and electrons and recombined 
with oxygen at the cathode.  

Catalyst—Parts of fuel cells including the anode and cathode use catalyst materials 
that help initiate and then perpetuate the electrochemical reactions. In PEM fuel cells, 
platinum is typically used and is currently a key cost driver of this fuel cell type 
given its high cost.  

Valuation and Financial Outlook 
Fuel cell companies have not been profitable and the stocks have so far traded 
on longer-term growth and profitability expectations. In Figure 17 below we 
graph the JPMorgan Fuel Cell Index (which includes BLDP, FCEL, MDTL, PLUG, 
and HGYS) on the left axis and the group’s collective revenue on the right axis. Fuel 
cell companies have been public since the mid 1990s, and for a while in the late 
1990s some automotive and industry analysts expected that broad-scale fuel cell 
commercialization was around the corner, based in large part on automotive fuel 
cells. The tech boom and investors’ appetite to buy stocks with little revenue and 
earnings but with perceived tech-related intrinsic value drove the fuel cell stocks to 
very high levels, and investors were highly optimistic about the development of a 
hydrogen-based economy. But as tech stocks sold off in 2001 and 2002, fuel cell 
stocks sold off in sympathy as investors became more focused on less risky 
companies with better visibility to positive earnings. At the same time, it becme 
increasingly apparent that advances in reducing fuel cell costs and increasing 
operating performance and durability were not being made as quickly as anticipated.  

Through 2006 and 2007 fuel cell stocks have mostly traded off based on investor 
perceptions that commercially viable PEM fuel cells remain a longer-term goal 
outside of the forklift and backup power markets, where more near-term potential 
exists; however, even those markets have progressed slower than some expectations. 
Industry revenues have improved as PEM fuel cells are closer to commercialization 
in niche markets and as other fuel cell technologies have progressed, such as higher 
temperature fuel cells developed by FCEL and United Technologies, and micro 
consumer electronics fuel cells being developed by electronics manufacturers and 
MDTL.  
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Figure 17: JPMorgan Fuel Cell Index vs. Company Trailing 12 Month Revenues 
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Source: FactSet and JPMorgan estimates. 

Despite increasing interest in alterative energy, fuel cells seem to remain in the 
penalty box. Investors have become more cautious about fuel cells' outlook given 
the long trading history without a meaningful breakthrough in revenues. Even as 
many investors look to alterative energy investments, we sense that many have 
looked past fuel cells to solar, wind power, ethanol, and nuclear, as witnessed by the 
relative outperformance of many of these stocks relative to fuel cells.  

Table 19: Fuel Cell Companies’ EPS and Revenue Outlook 
$ in millions 

  EPS Revenue 
Fuel Cell Ticker 2006 2007E 2008E 2009E 2006 2007E 2008E 2009E 
Ballard BLDP ($0.50) ($0.47) ($0.59) ($0.40) 49.8 62.4 70.9 83.2 
Fuel Cell FCEL ($1.67) ($1.16) ($1.06) ($0.45) 33.3 44.4 61.5 92.0 
Medis MDTL ($1.07) ($1.15) ($0.69) ($0.38) 0.2 2.8 45.0 63.0 
Plug 
Power 

PLUG ($0.58) ($0.68) ($0.65) ($0.55) 7.8 14.4 24.6 46.9 

Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 

Earnings should remain negative through 2009 for our coverage universe, but 
revenues should improve—FCEL is closest to profitability in our view. As seen 
in Table 19 above, we expect our coverage universe of fuel cells to continue to 
generate operating losses through 2009, although we do expect revenues to improve 
across the companies driven by growth in forklift and backup power at BLDP and 
PLUG, a ramp-up in demand at FCEL for MW level fuel cells, and MDTL’s 2008 
micro fuel cell launch for consumer electronics. We believe FCEL is best positioned 
to see a material improvement in EPS trends in 2009—we project EPS to improve 
from $-1.06 in 2008 to $-0.45 in 2009 and we believe FCEL is the closest to 
achieving breakeven results, which we anticipate could occur in the 2010 time frame.  

Differences in FV/Revenue multiples are explained by perceived profitability 
potential. As seen in the below table, estimates for FV/revenue multiples for 2008 
vary widely among the companies, ranging from 6.3x at BLDP to 11.4x at FCEL 
(MDTL has little revenue this year), reflecting differences in outlooks. Looking 
toward 2009E, FV/Revenue multiples continue to vary from close to 3x at PLUG to 
7.5x at MDTL. Overweight-rated FCEL maintains a FV/revenue multiple close to the 
group average and has the best prospects to achieve breakeven results, in our view. 
While Underweight-rated PLUG has a below-average FV/revenue in out years 
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according to our projections, we believe the company's path to profitability is less 
clear.  

Table 20: Fuel Cell Company FV/Revenue Multiples 
  FV/Revenue 

Fuel Cell Ticker 2006 2007E 2008E 2009E 
Ballard BLDP 7.5x 6.3x 5.6x 4.7x 
Fuel Cell FCEL 15.2x 11.4x 8.3x 5.5x 
Medis MDTL NM NM 10.3x 7.3x 
Plug Power PLUG 18.2x 9.9x 5.8x 3.0x 

      
  13.7x 9.2x 7.5x 5.2x 

Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 

Back-end-loaded DCFs limit visibility, FCEL can likely generate positive FCF 
sooner, which should lead to upside. We ran 10 DCFs for each of our companies 
and in each of the cases the positive free cash flows are back-end-loaded and 
numerous assumptions with little visibility must be made in the years further out. In 
most cases we elected to take a modestly cautious penetration rate. FCEL was the 
only company to generate a meaningfully positive 10-year DCF without accounting 
for the terminal value. We believe FCEL is the closest of the fuel cell companies to 
achieving breakeven results and positive FCF, and thus our DCF implied a value 
indicating potential upside relative to the current stock price of $8.92.  

Further equity offerings are likely…but besides MDTL cash positions should be 
able to support further operating losses. Fuel cell companies have issued little debt 
over time with more of a focus on equity or equity-linked transaction, so we would 
expect them to do the same going forward if there is a need to access cash, although 
we point out that BLDP, FCEL, and PLUG all maintain cash balances that appear to 
be strong enough to support several years of further operating losses. FCEL 
completed an equity offering in 2Q07 and PLUG received a large cash infusion from 
a foreign investor in 2006. MDTL maintained only $27mm of cash at the end of 3Q 
and the company has filed a shelf with plans to raise $30mm of capital in 4Q to 
support its planned 4Q product launch of the 24/7 Power Pack.  

Table 21: Cash Positions and Free Cash Flow Outlook 
$ in millions 

  Cash 
Fuel Cell Ticker 2006 2007E 2008E 2009E 
Ballard BLDP 187.1 161.2 60.1 36.3 
Fuel Cell FCEL 120.0 164.0 97.1 67.9 
Medis GBX 82.3 58.1 34.4 31.0 
Plug Power PLUG 269.1 192.5 139.7 96.5 

      
      
  Free Cash Flow 

Fuel Cell Ticker 2006 2007E 2008E 2009E 
Ballard BLDP 134.7 -69.3 -41.2 -23.8 
Fuel Cell FCEL -59.7 -51.0 -66.9 -29.3 
Medis MDTL -49.6 -49.2 -23.7 -13.4 
Plug Power PLUG -47.4 -56.7 -56.7 -47.2 

      
Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 
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this material to members of "the public" as determined in accordance with section 3 of the Securities Act 1978. The recipient of this material must 
not distribute it to any third party or outside New Zealand without the prior written consent of JPMSAL. 
  

General:  Additional information is available upon request. Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but JPMorgan 
Chase & Co. or its affiliates and/or subsidiaries (collectively JPMorgan) do not warrant its completeness or accuracy except with respect to any 
disclosures relative to JPMSI and/or its affiliates and the analyst’s involvement with the issuer that is the subject of the research. All pricing is as 
of the close of market for the securities discussed, unless otherwise stated. Opinions and estimates constitute our judgment as of the date of this 
material and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material is not intended as an offer or 
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual 
client circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not intended as recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to 
particular clients. The recipient of this report must make its own independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments 
mentioned herein. JPMSI distributes in the U.S. research published by non-U.S. affiliates and accepts responsibility for its contents. Periodic 
updates may be provided on companies/industries based on company specific developments or announcements, market conditions or any other 
publicly available information. Clients should contact analysts and execute transactions through a JPMorgan subsidiary or affiliate in their home 
jurisdiction unless governing law permits otherwise.  
  

“Other Disclosures” last revised November 5, 2007.  
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